The 2000's

Across
9. Who was Obama up against during his first election?
10. Who attacked the Twin Towers?
12. Both Hurricane Katrina and 9/11 ended in many ___________.
13. The event that happened on September 11th 2001
14. After 9/11 there was much more ________________.
15. Obama was part of the _____________ party.
16. Who did Obama beat his re-election to?

Down
1. Where were the Twin Towers located?
2. What was built in place of the Twin Towers?
3. Where Hurricane Katrina take place
4. What buildings fell during 9/11?
5. Where did Barack Obama live?
6. Hurricane Katrina left people _________________.
7. Many people lost their homes to _________________.
8. Barack Obama was the first _____________ president.
11. The 44th president

Word Bank

democrat
deaths
Mitt Romney
black
Washington DC
security
World trade Center
Manhattan
Twin Towers
John McCain
nine eleven
flooding
terrorists
devastated
New Orleans
Obama